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Our vision is to become the leading European initiative that empowers innovators and entrepreneurs to develop world-class solutions to societal challenges, and create growth and skilled jobs.

- 1st EU initiative bringing together the three sides of the Knowledge Triangle: business (large corporates & SMEs), education institutions, research centres.

- Aim to increase the co-operation and integration between higher education, business and research to facilitate the transition from:

  - student to entrepreneur
  - idea to product
  - lab to customer
EIT Innovation communities

Launch of EIT Urban Mobility in Barcelona to transform Europe’s cities into liveable...

19/11/2019
Boosting innovation & entrepreneurship in Europe

- EIT entrepreneurial degrees & courses
- EIT innovation & entrepreneurship activities
- EIT business incubation & acceleration

Growth and jobs for Europe

- Next generation of entrepreneurs, innovators and change agents
- New products, services, processes and business models introduced in the market to tackle societal challenges
- Start-ups and spin-offs

EIT making innovation happen!
EIT DIGITAL – Smart Cities Action Line

Focus

• Urban mobility, including autonomous transportation;
• Citizen information, inclusiveness and engagement;
• City safety and resilience with respect to environmental, economic, and demographic developments.

Examples of 2019 activities:
• DoNotFear: an agile collaborative solution that offers community and peer2peer support in public transport.
• Intelligent European Emergency Services: Real time, dynamic, vehicle positioning with the aim to optimize regional coverage, thereby reducing response times and saving lives and healthcare costs.
EIT DIGITAL – 2021 Call for applications

The next session of call for applications should open in March 2020.

For further information, please contact me:

michel.kochanski@systematic-paris-region.org
Tél: 01 69 08 06 90